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I. Course: Activity Report  (displays class average scores by Learning Activity) 

 

 

A Learning Activity is any teacher designed assignment that is placed within a course. For 

example, Study Mode or Scored Quizzes are Learning Activities that would be assigned to 

students. 

Why would I use this? Teachers would view these reports when they want to see a high level 

overview of how well the class has progressed within a particlur assignment, or a group of 

assignments 

This includes reporting on: 

 Completed users per learning activity - How many of my  students completed the 

assignment (activity)? 

 Displays the average of only those who completed assignments within the course 

(Current Average) - How did my students who completed the assignment do?  

 Displays the average score that students have achieved within the course including those 

who did not take assignment (Comprehensive Average) - What was the average score of 

my students on the assignments, including students who completed and didn t complete 

the assignments? 
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Benefits of Activity Report: 

 Provides overview of class progress on assignments 

 Assessment – determine topics where your class excelled or needs improvement based on 

scores per Learning Activity 

 Printable and exportable to Excel 

Course Actvity Report (Drill down for additional details) 

Whenever you notice a magnifying glass within a report, you have the ability to drill down for 

more details. To drill down into the  “Learning Activities report” click on the magnifying glass 

next to a particular learning activity 

 

This “drilled down” view allows the teacher to see a report, by student on a particular learning 

activity.  For example: 

 Individual student scores/statuses per assignment (Learning Activity) can be viewed  

 Can drill down for deeper information on the students progress on that Learning Activity 

 Printable and exportable to Excel 
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Please remember, the amount of detail you will see in the “drilled down” report will depend 

upon the type of learning activity (Study Mode or Score Quiz – See Appendix A)      

User Report (displays student scores on activities within a course) 

 

 
 

 

 

Why would I use this? Teachers would view these reports when they want to see a high level 

overview of how well their students have performed on a group of assignments within a course.  

For example, teachers may have a “Homework” course in which daily assignments (Learning 

Activities) are completed by the students.  The teacher may want to see how the students are 

doing on all of the assignments as a whole, rather than looking at each assignments individually. 
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User reports provides detailed reporting on the students progress on their assignments (Learning 

Activities). Teachers can view the User Report if they want to see a high level view of how their 

students within a class did on their collective assignments.  This includes reporting on: 

 Listing of students in the course - Which of my students were assigned to this course? 

 Displays the students average scores on the completed assignments within the course 

(Current Average) - How did my student do on the collective assignments that he/she 

completed?  

 Displays the students average scores on the completed and uncompleted assignments 

within the course (Comprehensive Average) - What was my students average score on 

the collective assignments, including assignments (learning activities) which were 

completed and not completed? 

 

Benefits of User Report: 

 Assessment – determine individual students areas of needs for improvement based on 

students scores per Learning Activity 

 Can drill down for additional detail 

 Printable and exportable to Excel 

 

User Report: (Drill down for additional details)  

Whenever you notice a magnifying glass witin a report, you have the ability to drill down for 

more details. To drill down into the  “User Report” click on the magnifying glass next to a 

particular learning activity.  
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Once the teacher drills down on a particular student, the teacher to see a report of an individual 

students  progress on their assignments (Learning Activities).       

      

 

This “drilled down” view allows the teacher to see a report, by student on his or her learning 

activities.  The benefits of the “drilled down” report are: 

 Individual student scores/statuses per assignment (Learning Activity) can be viewed  

 Teachers can drill down for further detail 

 Printable and exportable to Excel 

 

II. User Activity Report – (displays a grid by class listing of students and their 

progress on the indiviual Learning Activities) 
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Why would I use this? Teachers would view this report when they want a table view of how 

their students in each class progressed on their assignments. 

User Activity reports provides reporting on how users within a class progressed on assignments 

(learning activities).  Teachers can view, by class, the User Activity report if they want to see a 

high level view of how their students within a class performed on a group of assignments 

(Learning Activites) within a course.  This includes reporting on: 

 Student scores per assignment (Learning Activity) - How did the students in my classes 

do on their assignments (Learning Activities)? 

 

Benefits of User Activity Report: 

 View of entire class and their progress within their course 

 Assessment – determine individual students areas of needs for improvement based on 

students scores per Learning Activity 

 Can drill down by student and assignment (Learning Activity)  

 Printable and exportable to Excel 
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User Activity Report: (Drill down for additional details) 

Whenever you notice a magnifying glass witin a report, you have the ability to drill down for 

more details. To drill down into the  “User Activity Report” click on the magnifying glass next to 

a particular Learning Activity for a student.  

 

 

Please note the level of detail the report will provide will depend upon the type of Learning 

Activity that the Teacher drills down on 
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